Guide to Complexity

H

elmsman created the complexity analysis that was recently used to evaluate the Australian Defence Project
Portfolio from five years of research across multiple sectors. This work produced a “Helmsman Complexity
Scale” measure that is underpinned by scientific and analytical rigour.
This scale ranges from 1 to 10, and is designed to mimic the Richter Earthquake scale in terms of significance.
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Table 1: The Helmsman Complexity Scale
The scale is derived from underlying complexity data which is normalized through forced ranking to ensure that all
industries can be properly compared. The model is part of the over arching Helmsman Project Success Framework.
This Framework looks at the three critical disciplines that need to be in alignment in an organisation for projects to
be consistently successfully delivered.
This framework is illustrated in Exhibit 1a below.
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Exhibit 1a. The Helmsman Project Success Triangle
Within the overall framework, with respect to complexity, projects are evaluated against criteria in five main areas:
1) Context Complexity
2) People Complexity (Change management)
3) Ambiguity
4) Technical Challenge
5) Project Management Challenge
1) Context Complexity looks at the complexity of the leadership and political environment faced by the project. That
is, how many key stakeholder communities need to be managed for project success, what are there expectations, and how aligned is the stakeholder leadership.
2) People Complexity evaluates how deep the sociological change will be for the recipients of the project and how
large the recipient group is. Large groups of people who have to undergo deep cultural change creates one of
the more difficult issues to deal with in project performance due to the emergent understanding of how to deal
with these issues.
3) Ambiguity creates complexity as decisions need to be defined, decision makers engaged and considerable effort
expended in clarifying and defining areas that lack ambiguity. Helmsman measures ambiguity across two core
areas. Approach uncertainty arises when the approach and method needed to execute the project is unclear.
Design uncertainty arises when the requirements, definition or design are unclear.
4) The Technical challenge faced by a project is often given the most attention, although it is often not the most
critical driver of complexity for the project. It is, however, a critical driver of complexity. Helmsman measures
technical complexity by looking at the definition, history of development and number of core subsystems expected in the final solution. In addition the previous experience of subsystems integration is evaluated to understand
the complexity challenge of the systems integration required
5) Project Management complexity arises from the methods that are used to bring the project under control The
areas evaluated here include areas such as contract complexity, risk sharing, schedule and project structure, supplier complexity and external project interdependencies

